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2006-04-10-rv7Moving the mascot. It's Spring...time to kick the airframe out of the
house and back into the garage.....
Now that I got it out of the house...sort of...how the hell did I get it on the
cart the first place?....hint, the steel version of a saw horse is key, that an
little Ye Old leg squats to lift the beast and get that cart out of there.... In
the end the Moose mascot is outside once again. Unfortunately the wife came home
early so I didn't have time to hide everything and play stupid and see how long
before she noticed the epic amount of open space in the back room....
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I now have the ILS glideslopes viewable in red, here's a shot showing the ILS
glideslope and terminal waypoints for Oshkosh Wisconsin.... jpegs for some reason
do not capture the detail on the screen. The new pre-release of flightgear solves a
memory leak associated with using textures on surfaces. Accordingly, the second
release of the airspace generation system will include texturing. Here the alert
area associated with with the Air Force Academy is textured and so also the
Restricted airspace associated with Fort Carson. The texturing for MOA's in
particular include the call sign and frequencies for the airspace.
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2006-04-22-rv7I've been a tad busy with system admin nightmares getting my machine switched over
to Fedora Core 5 and getting the video and sound drivers to work on the same
release level of the operating system...

Anyhow, a few mornings back Cathy caught mom the deer in the back yard grazing one
morning. The deer really are a beutiful sight here. We also get are share of wild
turkeys including some Toms recently strutting there stuff on the leach field for
the girls.
After a month plus of delays I finally have my replacement microprocessors. Teach
me to rustle some papers over a live board in February when the dry air is just one
giant static generator!#!!#!...zap.. I'm working out the kinks on building the
software libraries to do the ADC conversion sofware so I can take a crack at seeing
if I can pole my collection of accelerometers and rate gyros at over 10 hz.
My
Crossbow unit is nice but I've been curious to see if you can cobble the same
abiltity using cheap off the shelf boards. We'll see....Right now I'm still
getting the hang of some details on using the embedded assembler features of the
small device c compiler (SDCC). I've always been rather dangerous working in
assembler.
I have been looking to build a test rig to hold all my assorted electronic gadgets
and just for the heck of it pressed my now scrapped roll bar stiffener into
service. Van's issued and update on the airframe last year to improve the roll bar
stiffener mounts....about a week after I had installed it.
After fixing the
upgrade I've had the funny shaped channel in my scrap box. Works out just about
the right size to hold the ADuC832 and ADuC842 analog device mircroprocessors and
my collection of analog device rate gyros and accelerometers.
I have new 3 axis
magnetometer on order, I am curious to see if I can get the ADuC842 to do the
analog to digital conversions fast enough for the sensors to make a home grown
attitude sensor.
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2006-04-24-rv7My spaghetti setup to test reading three axises of accelerometers with
one of my new microprocessors with 8 channels of 12 bit analog to digital (ADC)
converters.
I have sampling all 8 channels on the board running in the +/- 20hz
range for starters. The two accelerometer boards are Analog Device sample boards
that very conveniently solve that new age old question....how the heck do you
solder those tiny surface mount chips to something@!. Now to dive back into the
shuttle side of the equation and write the i/o interface.
I currently have the
microprocessor code written in C using both the small device C compiler (SDCC) an
open source compiler on my linux box and a Keil evaluation compiler that came with
ADuC832 board which is limited to code sizes of 2k or less and no floating point
support.
I'm doing everything on the raw integers from the ADC system and figure
I'll do the floating point conversions on the linux box side as the microprocessor
looks to be getting timed out just running the ADC conversion treadmill for 8
channels.
Now if I can just keep Anna the cat from converting her natural feline curiousity
into about 1M volts of static around the sensors and the board.
One of the things I've been curous about is the possibility of running dual sensors
with different sensor ranges so I can detect nearing the saturation point on the
+/-2 g accelerometers and switch to using the readings off the +/-5g sensors....
ditto for the different rate limits available on the rate gyro's. I have one
integrated sensor in the form of the uNAV from Crossbow, but I've always been
curious how much performance you can get rather cheaply using off the shelf
components.
I note with interest that 3 axis magnetometer sensors are getting
both more affordable and easier to work with.
The Honeywell magnetometers I've
looked at literally require a microscope to work with....
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2006-05-01-rv7Took some time out to put the tail feathers back on the fusalage for some detail
fit up work this summer.
Hopefully we can get the lights and some of the panel
work this done this summer. I've been quite busy getting ready for my presentation
at the local EAA chapter meeting next week and software work always turns into the
ye old black hole on time management. I've had a few frustrating days working out
the kinks on getting multiple i/o lines of data fed into flightgear. Low level i/o
stuff has never been my forte and it's been a bit of a forced march, but I've
learned a lot along the way.
I have the a/d converters finally running in
conjunction with the crossbow sensor but it's got some nasty buffering issues to
straighten out.
I have that nagging suspicion my current approach is the old go
around your elbow to get to your thumb and there are more efficient ways.
But,
first you make it work...then you make it elegant....or in this case...fast..
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2006-05-03-rv7-

Now that I have some of the i/o issues worked out for adding extra
sensor inputs into the system I have finally had a little time to try
out an idea for a hud that features a compass disk.
I use a heading bug on the compass card to keep my corners more or less
square on approaches and liked the idea of seeing through the disk for
the attitude tape.
Here's a sneak peek at the results.
I will be presenting a talk and demonstration next Tuesday at 7 PM at
Signal Aviation in Lebanon NH for our EAA chapter.
Now to pull a
rabbit out the hat...i.e. the monthy Chapter newsletter....
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2006-05-10-rv7I gave a live presentation on the synthetic vision system tuesday night,
warts and all...more on that later. Last weekend I took my scrap older
design RV-7 roll bar support channel and used it to mount the USB
convert, 8 channel ADC microprocessor and the uNAV device. I have the
software working to where I can read and process the data from the uNAV
and the 8 channels of ADC results and feed it to flightgear on the
fly.
No pun intended...
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As a warm up to doing some finishing details on the plane this year I
started with the rudder stops. The plans call for at least 2 of the
four rivets to be blind or pop type rivets.
However, with my now
assortment of odd bucking bar shapes I found I had one which I could
use; with a little pain in the fingers to rivert the two hard to get at
locations.
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Went Tuesday night to demo the software and hardware at my EAA chapter
meeting and could not get a gps signal to save my soul!...argh....so we
proceeded with out it.
I could demo the attitude sensor, and the
magnetometer affects....like waving a metal chair over the sensor to
demonstrate how much you can perturb the magnetic heading and hence the
display. But without the gps signal I was a bit tanked for
demonstrating the synthetic vision system in real time....
So I punted
and put the software into a simulation mode to show the synthetic vision
aspects of the project.

The next morning...I could get the signal....grr...looks like I may not
of let the little gizmo warm up properly as the uNAV needs something
like 3-5 minutes to warm up and stabilize.... One more reason why as
soon as I can bread board a magnetometer system I'm inclined to go with
my own sensor made from off the shelf bits and pieces at least as a back up.
Anyhow I was so ripped about the technical fiasco I wired up my inverter
to our old Geo Tracker the next day and stuffed everything into the car
with the sensor taped to a cardboard box to get some magnetic
interference amelioration.
And drove back to Lebanon airport, got the
current ATIS for the barometer sensor and plugged that in to see how
well the altimeter was was working.
No problems there that can't be
adjusted for.
The GPS is consistent on it's position by I can see
from some variations in where landmarks are in the display that either
the terrain database is out of alignment or the GPS has a built in
error.
I dug through some old topo's last night and checked the
database against known peak locations in the Sierra's and the database
looks right. So I'll have to get a topo of the area and check some
landmarks.
Ideally, I'd like to find some local medallion references
I park the car over to pin point, literally to what extent the GPS or
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the terrain database is out of whack.
According the gps supplier (
ublox) the GPS is rated at or below 3 meters on longitude and latitude
and 10 on altitude.
As an aside, most people I don't think are aware
of the fact that GPS's typically have a greater error in the altitude
estimate than the longitude and latitude errors.
Also when they rate
the error at say 2.5 meters CEP for example, the +/- 2.5 meter error
limit covers what looks like +/1 2 std deviations from the mean. You
can, and will get errors greater than the CEP limit rated for the device....
Anyhow, besides appropriately positioned hands during my presentation
Tuesday night, here's a shot of the mickey mouse setup in the back of he
Geo Tracker and the car with my humongous SyncMaster running in the
passenger seat at Lebanon airport.
Note the sensor if pointing inside
the car at about the intersection of Runway 36 and 7.
I have the
altitude artificially tweaked up a couple hundred feet to play around
with the view.
Oh yeah, I almost forget,
It was sometimes comical on route 4 when you
went over bridge/culvert sections with what was a lot of apprently
hidden iron in the road.
You could see the display rotate out of whack
from the magnetometer affects.
I had a semi steel hauler pass me going
the other way toward Barker Steel on route 4 and the magnetic heading
really got tanked for a couple seconds before it swung back on track.
I currently can switch altitude sources from the altimeter or the gps
inputs.
Now that I can start doing some crude field trials I'll
probably take a look at manually inputing the location and heading and
seeing how long it takes to screw up the sensors.
Better in the car
in a parking lot for now.....
First you make things work....then you make them elegent....and
bomb/idot proof.
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2006-05-18-rv7Flightgear's HUD system can be a bit hard to read sometimes so I've been working on
a translucent 3d display. This display combines the attitude indicator, vertical
speed indicator, altimeter, and airspeed indicator and the above ground (AGL)
indicator into the center of a compass rose for indicating magnetic and true
headings.
The basic idea is to have a central view point to drive a scan of the primary
flight instuments while still being able to view the synthetic representation of
the scene ahead.
Tedious and slow going to work out the nuts and bolts of displaying
everything ... correctly ... Next I'll try out some engine gauging on the
bottom along the inside of the compas rose ring.
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2006-05-20-rv7After and before shots of the back room we built the airframe in.
office now....
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Nice

(2004-09-01)

(2004-09-24)
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2006-05-21-rv7Since Synthetic Vision systems are Head Down in nature, the "Hud" is
really a "HDD".
Here is a design using flightgear's 3d instruments
cast as a HUD. The only Flightgear HUD code running is the red
longitude/latitude strings, the framerate string, the pitch ladder and
the tracking que's. The AGL carat moves along the scale aas the
position above the terrain database changes.
So far this is put
together with flightgear's xml configuration/scripting files, 3d .ac
files to box out the various elements, and silicon graphics .sgi
graphics files to create the textures for the compass rose etc.
That
and a little "c" like programming using the nasal scripting language
which is a part of flightgear.
The biggest pain in the neck the
tedious work to format one digit at a time on the screen.
Still, it
sure beats writting C or C++ code from scratch!
Following up on a suggestion I'll take a look at putting speed que's to
the VSI indicator etc. with both a derivative marker and controlling the
scrolling of the digits to avoid the blurred/unreadable digits problem.
I haven't done it yet, but it looks like I regulate the relative size of
the compass rose and other instruments to increase or decrease the
relative size of the display for variations in the field of view
setting.
Right now, on a 17 inch monitor I can easily read the
display from 6 feet back or so.
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2006-05-23-rv7-

I finally got a chance to try out my round gauges for engine instruments
to see if they can work out in the display. At this point the display
has the full six pack plus the extra engine gauges.
This scene north
of Mt. Washington in NH is being rendered for about a 90 degree field of
view.
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2006-05-25-rv7I have enough accelerometers and rate gyro boards laying around I
thought I'd take a crack at putting together a little black box to test
them.
I also have a 3 axix magnetometer to check out. Here's some
simple mods to a radio shack project box so I can mount some prototyping
boards with with a 8 channel ADC board for testing.
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2006-05-28-rv7Sunday was an unbelievable day for great weather. Windy enough that
there weren't many bugs!, especially black flies!.
Cathy and I and
Shane Stewart who I went to Law School with to a cruise of "sliding
board" a face and friction climb at White Horse Ledge in Conway.
Only
one little glitch the hole day....more on then next...
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There is this little one move wonder towards the top of White Horse which is an
overhanging crack through a large section of granite slab. The trick is to push
with your feet one way against a chock stuck in the section of the crack below the
lip while pulling with the hands in the opposite direction on the top side...that
or getting some fist jams on the top side..... Cathy made the boo-boo of moving
here higher hand up the crack to try to jam it and converted a short brute force
lie-back into a nasty little offwidth jam crack. It didn't work....overloaded
the lower hand which ripped out taking some meat off the bone on the rock
crystals.
With no hands connected the legs work like a circus cannon to propel
you pronto out into space.
Interesting airborne scream I've never heard from her
before, we're thinking of trying to get her an agent, maybe hollywood could use a
good B movie scream acress....you had to be there....we'll skip the swearing a blue
streak incident..... The hand looks worse than it is, but it does get a bit
slippery on holds when you're "leaking".... All's well that ends well.
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2006-06-04-rv7Curiosity has gotten the better of me regarding breadboard wiring together an
attitude sensor.
Using a radio shack box and a couple of breadboards I've managed
to fit in 3 axis of accelerometers, and 2 axises for rate gyros. The
accelerometers work best on 3.3volts and the rate gyro's need a nominal 5v source
voltage.
I'm workiing on fiddling around with the kalman filtering to see if I cant get the
black box to work as a rudimentary roll and pitch sensor. I would like to better
understand how these MEMS sensor based attitude indicators work and what there
limitations are.
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2006-06-06-rv7Chapter AC at Plymouth yesterday...
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2006-06-08-rv7Amongs my collection of antique equipment collected by playing vulture
at IRS auctions over the years is an ancient "kickpress". This is a
paw powered punch press you kick with your leg to provide the umph for
the punch. In the rosey the riveter era there were a lot of kickpresses
around to do little odds and end work secondary work.
I've also used
this press for pressbrake work work bends under a foot long in length.
It may be lo tech, but sure beats "no tech".
I was not too keen on putting a rivet head against fiberglass to secure
the little end ribs I made for the vertical and horizontal stabilizer
end pieces as I was afraid of cracking the glass outright, or laying the
ground work for a crack to start from the high frequency vibrations the
airframe can expect to see in service.
So...I scrounged up some
tooling for the kickpress. The punch is just some axle stock previously
machined and heat treated. I couldn't find the die, but did find a
blank and so I machined a new one up. The blank for the die is merely a
cut off section of leaf spring...good ol carbon steel...makes nice
dies.
Now if you were making large quantity of the little coins to
spread the load from the head of the rivet I suppose I'd be a little
more formal on the die work and come up with some kind of stripper plate
for the punch but...under the theory "get er done" I found I just had
to lay the die plate on mandrel and line the punch up, lift the ram and
eye ball the stock location and "whack" ..presto...coin blank.
I
suppose the small coin profile will sit up in the airstream and add a
few ounces of drag...but I'll live with it :).
Sure was nice to get
the ol rivetin tools out again...besides we're back to terarium weather
and the weatherman has turned on the mister again...
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2006-06-10-rv7Since sometime in July I need to do a bi-annual flight review I thought
I would put the synthetic vision to work simulating touch and goes to
warm up before go beating the bushes for the $$ to do some stick time.
Flightgear's C172 yaws around lot compaired to the real enchalada as
it's underpowered...the later problem I fixed by tweaking the source
code for the cessna to up the engine to an IO-360 with 180hp. One benny
of doing this was to find some human factor issues like adding the
little bar just under the top of the compass ring to report the flap
setting. I'm using a logitech extreme where te rudder is in the stick
grip and it is very sensitive so you skid and slip quite a bit...trust
me would I do that in the real cessna.....yep....I sure miss the "yarn"
on the canopy that worked so well as a slip/skid indicator in the glider
I flew at Purdue years ago.
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2006-06-14-rv7Sure glad I didn't seal up the gas tanks last fall!....In the meantime
Van's issued a mandatory service bulletin after someone had the nut on
the fual pickup tube in the tank come loose and fall off....hmm...sounds
like somebody forgot to tighten theirs perhaps?....anyhow... it was a
good time to learn how to use safety wire plyers to twist the wire to
secure things in the tank.
Our RV has both types of tank fual
pickups: the standard fixed 90 degree bend pickup and the flop tube type
for inverted tanks. The right tank also has the trap door baffle for
inverted flight keep fual in the first cell.
Sure glad I didn't have
to do this to a finished airplane, particularly that flop tube as it was
a bit of a wrestling match to get it out. Be interesting to see how
many of the currently flying RV's have taken the time to make the safety
upgrade....
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2006-06-18-rv7It would have been real cute to forget to put the flop tube back in the right
tank!....I held off doing the final mods for the safety bulletin until I had some
tank sealer mixed up to use per Van's bulletin.
Since you can't safety wire the
nut on the pickup end of the tube you have to take a punch and deform the nut
collar to guarantee the nut cannot shake loose.
I seriosly doubt the brass end
would come off the pipe thread but I followed the bulletin and used tank sealant to
idiot proof things.
With the pickup up finished it was time to install it and tank seal both tanks
while anna the cat watched from in front of the garage. It takes quite a few
changes of gloves to get things gooped and assembled.
I use two pair of gloves
and strip and replace the outer glove as things get a bit sticky to work with.
If
you forget to clean your tools with lacquer thinner I can guarantee you will never
get that stuff off!.
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2006-06-20-rv7Rigged up a balloon and used a tank test kit adaptor to replace the
drain with a bicycle tire nozzle so I could pump air into the tanks and
test for leaks. The balloon serves as a pressure indicator so you don't
over do it and blow the tanks up.
I did the soapy water method to look
for leaks. Both tanks passed muster.
I also got the tanks scuffed and
acid etched for alodining the exterior but a thunderstorm cut things
short.
Sure glad I moved things around the garage in a hurry so I
could put the fusalage back inside as a few minutes after I did that we
got some Hail.
Sure am glad to have the tanks finally done!
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2006-06-21-rv7Finished alodining the wing tanks, now to get some more primer to paint
them.
I also started putsing around on the finish details for the wing
tips plus some other odds and ends. We are going to go the platenut
route for securing the wing tip so it's removable for wiring etc. rather
than pop rivets.
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2006-06-23-rv7-

Did the preliminary drilling/fitting for the left wingtip....a funny thing happened
when I went to start the fit up of the right tip....it's a 1/4 inch longer in
chord....doesn't sound like much but it looks like hell. Sounds like time for an
email to van's for guidance. Van's parts and documentation have been so good so
far I've only had to contact them a hand full of times for technical issues. At
this juncture it looks like I would possibly need to do some glass work to
reinforce the trailing edge area then rework/blend the edge back at least say 3/16
of an inch.
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2006-06-24-rv7Ref Customer #71496
I fitted the left wing tip yesterday and it came out very nice, but, when I went to
work on the right tip I soon discovered it is 1/4 inch longer. Sounds like a heck
of a lot but I'm originally a machinist so 0.005 is a large amount to me. In any
event a 1/4 inch at least looks like hell. (1) How much can one safely blend away?
(2) can I put some epoxy on the trailing edge inside surface for support and then
file/sand awa about 3/16 inch off the trailing edge.
If epoxy fill/file and sand
is the way to go can you suggest what the spec is for the epoxy used in the tip?
Thanks,
Phil Cobbin
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2006-06-27-rv7Followed up on my email back from Van's and trimmed the fit on the wingtip by
sanding the edge back slightly.
Also, since van's calls for riveting platenuts
directly to the tip if go the option of making the wingtips removable I rethought
my little coin reinforcements for the tips of the vertical and horizontal
stabilizer. After drilling the rivets out I drill the the holes for the next size
up rivet (1/8") and installed those. Came out very nice.
For an example of the nitpicking these poor guys get at Van's here's Van's Ken
Scott email and response...quite humurous...
Phil: Machinists! Worse than engineers.
think about thousands of inch.

This is an airplane, so we don't even

1/4 variation of fiberglass parts is typical. Your suggestion for shorening the
tip is exactly the method we'd use Epoxy spec? We use the kinda green stuff.
The wingtips are actually polyester, but you can use a paste of epoxy and flox (we
use West Systems materials, which you will use again later in the wheel fairings,
etc.) inside the tip and use a belt sander to sand the tip. See if you can get
to .005 with that!
Forwarded by:
Forwarded to:
Date forwarded:
Date sent:
From:
To:
Subject:

"Support" <support>
kens
Mon, 26 Jun 2006 07:47:54 -0700
Sat, 24 Jun 2006 11:40:05 -0400
Philip Cobbin <cobbin@cobbin.com>
support@vansaircraft.com
Rv-7A wing tip fitup

Ref Customer #71496
I fitted the left wing tip yesterday and it came out very nice, but,
when I went to work on the right tip I soon discovered it is 1/4 inch
longer. Sounds like a heck of a lot but I'm originally a machinist so
0.005 is a large amount to me. In any event a 1/4 inch at least
looks
like hell. (1) How much can one safely blend away? (2) can I put
some
epoxy on the trailing edge inside surface for support and then
file/sand awa about 3/16 inch off the trailing edge.
If epoxy
fill/file and sand is the way to go can you suggest what the spec is
for the epoxy used in the tip?
Thanks,
Phil Cobbin
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2006-06-28-rv7Little things take a while to putts around on....so ...for motivation I clamped on
the top part of the engine cowl to get a perspective on fusalage when it's done.
I've been double checking details on the tail etc. When I went to bring the wing
tip holes out to the 1/8 inch (copper clicko's) I took the opportunity to tweak the
fitup of the left tip so the air gap between the tip and aileron is the same just a
little over a 1/4"
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